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INTRODUCTION
Clinical legal education is currently undergoing a surge of'interest and
development in Japanl ) . This raises numerous opportunities as well as difficulties.
One of the most vexing issues concerns the scope of work a clinic student in Japan

can do. This issue is particularly difficult given that in Japan there are currentry no
"student practice rulesll so common in the United States2).

The norms and rules governing what activities law students can perform
in the United States might assist those interested in clinical education in Japan as
they work through these issues. This article will attempt to do this. I will first offer

l)See generally Peter A. Joy et aI, Building Clinicnl Legal Education Programs in a Counfry without a Tradition
of Graduate ProfeSSional Legal Education: Japan Educational Reform as a Case Study, 13 Clin. L. Rev. 417 (2006).
For a history of legal education in Japan and reforms that are currently underway, see Eri Osaka, Debate

Ouer the Concept of the Competent Lawyer in Japall: "What Skills alld Afliludes Does Japanese Society Expect from
Lawyers?" lNTERNAT'LJ.Soc. L.l (2007).
2)See e.g., Maryland Ru1es Governing Admission to the Bar Rule 16.
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a brief background of the history and current acceptance of clinical education in
the United States and then survey American rules as a means of conceptualizing a
framework for pursulng clinical education inJapan and defining the scope of work
Japanese clinic students can perform.

I.

CLINICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Despite the current pervasiveness of legal education in the United States,

this has not always been so. A brief overview follows about how this came about.
This

~ection

will serve as a prologue to the more specific discussion that follows.

Following this history, the article will briefly describe the current status of clinical
education in the United States and how it has become an accepted -

indeed

celebrated - aspect of legal education among practitioners, judges, and many law
I.

schools.

'1

This section presupposes little or no knowledge of clinical education in the
United States. Readers who are familiar with the general history of American legal

,I

education may wish to proceed directly to section II.,'
;

," -

,._~_ ~v:(r:, ;:-;:'~':' rf'~l:-'-'--'

A. American Clinical Education: ABnef History

..

-,-"

The history of legal ed'ucatio~'h-t fh~':U~t~~ Sf~l'~~~ fu)~'ome respects, mirrors
.-

-",;"r'f_'{~'!'(f- ~,~_"r:_l,.
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_ 'f.

,--t ·J:)cd }y",

I,

r---

the United States played out of over alrriost'hvo centUries3) .
I,

I

:11

recent developments in legal education ill Jiip;;TI;'althoilgh these developments in
"

J'

'.t

-~(fj b::l)~j:J>

'i

I

Prior to American independence, there", were' no laws schools. From the

'I,

founding of the United States to roughly the middle of the nineteenth century, there

II

I ',;:k, l' ':]'1:;->1.' r- -(-,
, "! ,.' '~fr,f----"

'4"'-'

, "

."

was some organization of law schools, although attendance at these iitstilutioris
was not necessary in order to practic~ IJ~ ~~J ~pprenticeship in law practice .-was ~
important means to prepare for a career as a lawyer. While legal education became
more accepted by roughly mid-century and virtually all states had established
"bar examinations," these examinations bore little resembl<l1lce to the examinations
offered today; they were informal and generally administered orally.
3)The history that follows is based on the account contained in Lisa Lerman & Philip Schrag. ETHICAL
PROBLEMS IN lltR PRACTICB OF LAwl 584-89
AMERICA FROM THE

(2005) and in Robert Stevens, LAW ScHOOL:

1850's TO THE 1980's (1983).

LEGAL EDUCATION IN

.1,

4%
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Later in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, apprenticeship requirements became more widespread and the bar examination became more formalized.

Finally, as the twentieth century wore on, within the span of a very few years law
school at last became the primary means of entry into the profession. There was a
sea change on this; in 1923, no state required attendance at law school as a prerequisite for admission to the bar; by 1941~ virtually all states required attendance as
prerequisite for admission.

-"

Roughiy at the same time that law school became a more entrenched and,
in time, the exclusive·means·of access 10 the legal profession, the nature of legal
education in the United States changed;: In thdatterpart of the nineteenth century,
Christopher Columbus Langdell; Dean of Harvard Law School, formulated the
"case method" as the key tiilegal education'). By focusing on appellate cases,
this method submerged the experiential element of legal education. Langdellian
pedagogy defined American legal education-for over ar century and, in many
respects, continues to do so to this day.

.'

'.-"

This is not to say that there were not critics of the case method. In a famous critique, Jerome Frank in 1933 called for a "c1inicallaw:sch~01."5) Frank
disputed Langdell's conception that cases are "the
!

"

exclusi~e

re1;'.ositories of the

wisdom which law students must acquire to make them lawy~rs."6) In some re-

spects, Frank's critique harked back to an earlier time, when apprenticeships and
"real experience" in law constituted the foundation for admission to the bar. In-

I

I:

deed, the inadequacies of the exclusive reliance on the case method slowly became

!

recognized, with the result that roughly thirty years after Frank's critique, clinical

I

legal education slowly infiltrated the academy7). This recognition in many respects

III!!:
[I

"
i II:

I

I

I ';'1

hi

\'

,

!, I I·

~

1.1

II

II

III

4)Stevens" supra note 3.. at 53.
5)Jerome Frank, Why Not a Clinical UlW School?, 81 U.PA. L. REv. 907 (1933).
6)Id. at 907.

7)Por an exhaustive bibliography on the history of clinical education and on different aspects of clinical
pedagogy in the United States/see J. P. Oglivy. Clinirol Education: An Annotated Bibliography (200s) (available
at http://£aeul ty. eua. edu/ogilVYjBiblio&5clr. htrn).
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reached its culmination in the IIMacCrate Report" issued by the American Bar As-

sociation in 19928). The MacCrate Report, at bottom, placed Langdellian "case
method" into a much broader range of "skills" and "values" that furnish the basis
for effective and appropriate legal education.
I
I

,

B. Clinical Legal Education in the United States: A Turn of the Century Status
Report
Clinical education is now firmly entrenched as a crucial element of legal
education in the United States. The importance of clinical education has been
recognized by different groups across the legal profession.
One of the foremost proponents of clinical education in the United States
is the American Bar Association ("ABA"). While usually recognized as an organization comprised of practitioners, the ABA is comprised of all legal professionals,
including private attorneys, judges, prosecutors, and academics9). The MacCrate
Report was prepared under the auspicesof the ABA. In addition, the ABA's current

III

standards for law school accreditatio;" includethe following language:

II'·
,I

.

• J:: _' {-;.

;-i~

.. -

.

A law school shall offer substantial opportunities for ... live-client or other
real life practice experiences, appropriately supervised and designed to encourage reflection by students on their_ expe~iences and on the values and

responsibilities of the legal profession, .' }O) ':",

').,

While the nature of the IIreallife practice experiences" provides some room

for interpretation, ABA accreditation staii:a~tcisillandate experiential education
for law students. Given that ABA accreditation of law schools is a crucial and virtually always - required component to qualify graduates to sit for bar
8) Am. Bar Ass'n, Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, Legal Education and Professional Development -

An Educational Continuum, Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the

Profession: Narrowing the Gap (1992) (hereinafter the ''MacCrate Report"). A full text of the Report can
be found at http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/onlinepubs/lllaccrate.htllli.
9)Membership in the ABA is open to all segmf?:nts of the legal profession in the United States, including
attorneys in any area of practice (such as prosecutors and defense counsel), judges, and even special
membership for law students and legal assistants. See http://www.abanet.org/join/.
10)2Q06.2007 ABA Standards for Approval of law Schools.
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examinations in the United States, this standard has great impact on what happens
lion the ground" in law schools. This is especially so given periodic "site visits"
1

that ABA committees pay to law schools to illsure compliance with accreditation

;

standards.
Like private attorneys,

member~~ of

the judiciary also support clinical ed-

ucation. The very existence of student practice rules - which typically must be
I'

r~

adopted under the aegis of state courts- demonstrates judicial support for clinical

I

education in law school. Promln~rit'j;';ist;;'in the United States have also called

.1

..

'

_

.,

<-.-",.~, ~

Y/C:; : .-: .

,

for expanded opportunities for experientialleaming in law schools1l}. A notable

[i

instance was an,address byW~~!eI\13ii::g';,';;th~nChief Justice of the United States,

I:

made at a time before the flowering of'clinicafiegaleducation: "The shortcomings

,

.

!, ,I

-''''

,-'.'"''

"~"_

~.:' - . ~:;>;;<,

',.)

:J.d':-,.I1

2-f.4---"-~

,r l- ':i ..'-,' "

_!

:

of today's law graduate lies not in a de~e!lt knowledge oflaw but that he has little,
,

I

'

,

•

.

. . ,;: • . "

, ' , ..• 1

,'~.'

,d,'''' .

,

if any, training in dealing with facts or people - the stuff of which cases are really

made."12) Perhaps a foundati~n for the widespr~ad ~upport~d understanding of

I,
I

,

the value of clinical education among American judges i~thatin the United States

I
I

all judges are lawyers, and it is not unusual for judges to'~ov~ from the judiciary
back to practice13). Indeed, practice experience is often seen as the touchstone

of effective judging14). As former and potentially future practitioners, American
judges understand the value of experiential legal education.
Ironically, perhaps the group that is most resistant to the value of clinical
1l)See, e,g., Harry T. Edwards, Reflections On Law Review, Legal Education, Law Practice, and My Alma
Mater, 100 MICH. L. REv. 1999 (2002).
12)Chief Justice Warren Burger, U.S. Supreme Court, Address at the ABA Prayer Breakfast (Aug. 10,

1969), quoted in Keith E. Findlay, Rediscovering the Lawyer School: Curriculum Re/onlt in Wisconsinr 24 Wise.
Int't L,J. 295, 305 (2006).
13}The

Model Ru1es of Professional Conduct themselves recognize the frequency with which this hap-

pens by detailing conflicts of interest faced by a "fonner judge" when representing clients. MODEr. RULES
OF PROP'L CONDUCT R. 1.12.
14)For example, Thurgood Marshall gained fame as the lawyer who was the key architect behind the
effort to combat racial segregation. These efforts cuhninated in Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.s. 483
(1954), for which Marshall acted as lead counsel for the plaintiffs. It is well understood that Marshall's

jurisprudence as a Justice of the United States Supreme Court wasr in many crucial ways, shaped by his
experience as a lawyer. See Bob Woodward & Scott Armstrong, TIm BRETHREN, 47+48 (1979).
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education is law school academics whose experiences and credentials are often not

based upon practice experience15). This has led to some internal struggles within
law school faculty about the status and prominence given clinical education. Even
so, over time the trend is distinctly in favor both of higher standards and more
resources being directed to clinical legal education.
In summary; at the beginning of the twenty-first century, clinical education
In the United States is widely recognized as a critical component of a well-rounded

legal education.

II.

CLINICS, ETHICS AND SUPERVISION IN THE UNITED
STATES
Through many decades of development, ''best practices" of clinical educa-

tion in the United States now consist of a relatively seamless web of legal rules,
pedagogical techniques, and ethics provisions crafted to fu1fill the promise of so".

phisticated clinical teaching.

The keystone of clinical ed]1ca~(m,in. f\le,Ullited.States is that by actually
engaging in the practice of law, law slt1(!~nts,.can,gaiI1 ,unparalleled insight and
learning opportunities unavailable in lecture dasses16) •. The crux of successfully
,.'-

,

implementing this approach is the process of supervision. In this setting, clinic
•. ,".>

'{n.,;a

(II

::,.".,

students, through "non-directive" questiorung,··are encouraged to systematically
.)',.JJ t,:,_"!-:'L-)

'I

consider and assess the choices to be mad", in representation while actually repre" ,

~.

i ! I!

;.:; '" 1...

senting clients, with all the uncertainty and challenges presented by "real cases."I7)
This not oniy promotes a consideration, ~f'~6;;'pi~xity, but gives students "ownership" of cases, thus enabling an inten's~,~~~irnent to the success of what they

I5}Perhaps the most famous and widely cited exposIti~n ofthls idea is in Harry T. Edwards, The C;;rowing
Disjunction between Legal Education and the Legal frofe§sion,91 MICH. L. REv. 94 (1992).
16}There is abundant and ever-expanding literature on clinical education in the United States. Por a
recent text that addresses the norms and goals of American clinical legal education, see David F. Chavkin,
CLINICAL EDUCATiON:

A TEXTBOOK FOR LAW ScHOOL CLINICAL PROGRAMS

(2002).

tnPor perhaps the most thoughtful treatment of supervision, see Ann ShaUeck, Clinical Contexts: Theory
and Practice in Law and Supervision, 21 N.Y.U, Rev. L. & Soc. Change 1 (1993-1994). Par a recent treatment of
issues in supervision, see Jennifer A. Gundlach, "This Is a Courtroom, Not a Classroom": So What is the Rofe

of the Clinical Sllperolsor?, 13 Clln. L. Rev. 279 (2006).
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are doing. uOwnership," however, requires responsibility, and responsibility re-

quires that students perform tasks that lawyers perform, Doing otherwise would

I

subvert the premises of clinical education ..--!.. experiencing" practice and, through
/I

the experience, learning how to practice law, Sound clinical practice balances
the students' sense of such ownership with responsible supervision by qualified
lawyer-instructors.

The following explores the legal bases in American law that enables clinic
students to undertake'broad responsibilities as student attorneys,
A, Non-Lawyer Legal Assistan~~and the ~ractice of Law
.

_

'

\':~_'.~,=- i"-/r,:,:';c,;U;;::,

c.',l,

It is accepted law in the United States that legal assistants (also sometimes

called "paralegals") who are not achniiteci ie; tile ba1' can engage in virtually any task
that an attorney can, A$e~plafu~d'b'elOW;'the~oncept of legal assistants includes
not oniy regular non-lawyer empJ(jyee~'riflaWfuil1s; but law students and others,
There are two priniary lirnitations'io'ihls'prhlciple: 1) admitted attorneys must
supervise the work of legal assistants;' wd 2) iegal assistants may not appear in
formal proceedings unless there is an iTIdependent'legal'ru!e that permits them to
do so18), I will review the many legal b~sesf6r'thls p~inciple,
a, Student Practice Rules
"Student practice rulesl1 in many -~t~ies ~~U;6rb:~ clinic students to practice

law under the supervision of clinical teacher~wh6 are admitted to practice, For
example, the student practice rule in Maryland notes that a "law student enrolled
in a clinical program is eligible to engage in the practice of law provided that the
supervising attorney (1) is satisfied that the student is competent to perform the
duties assigned, (2) assumes responsibility for the quality of the student's work,
(3) directs and assists the student to the extent necessary, in the supervising attorney's professional judgment, to ensure that the student's participation is effective

,

I,,i

on behalf of the client the student represents, and (4) accompanies the student

'I
I!

'1'1

II

18)Infact, such exceptions are not unusual in the United States. Some 38 American agencies - including
the Social Security Administration, which hears many thousands of cases, and the United States Patent
Office - sometimes provide that litigants can be represented by non-attorneys.
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when the student appears in court or before an administrative agency."19}
Student practice rules, while the most straightforward and explicit means of
permitting clinic students to perform a broad range of legal tasks, are not the only
legal basis for that proposition in American law. The following section explores
others.
b.

Ethical Guidelines Regarding Student Practice
Ethics rules playa critical role in providing formal recognition for the par-

ticipation of non-lawyers, including law students, in law practice.
- By far the most influential source is the ABA Model Rules of Professional
Conduct ("Model Rules"). Individual jurisdictions are free to adopt or not adopt
these rules, but most American jurisdictions - as of last count 44 - have substantially adopted the language of the Model Rules20). The Model Rules are divided
into "black letter" rules and associated Comments. By the terms of Rules themselves, Comments "do not add obligations to the Rules but provide gwdance for

practicing in compliance with the Rules/;~hr That said; CoJlffients ate" crucial in
interpreting Rules and often are considered binding in practice if not in law.
A second crucial body of law relating to ethical norms. and practices is the
Restatement of the Law Governing Lawyers, ...,Tljis"Restatement, like other "Restatements of Law" in the United States, ,isjssuegJ,ya respected body called
the "American Law Institute" which, like .!h~.ABA, is comprised of practitioners,
. judges, and academics22). As with .the Model,RllIes, the Restatement is technically not binding, but also like the ModelRules, it is widely cited, respected, and
represents a consensus regarding applicable law governing lawyers in the United
19)Rule 16. A full text of the Rule can be found at http://michie.lexisnexis.com/lllaryland/
Ipext.dll?f=templates&fn=main-h.htm&cp=
2O)Lisa G. Lerman and Phillip G. Schrag. supra n.3, at 34. There are exceptions,-most prominently New
York, which has retained at least in form the body of rules that preceded the ABA Model Rules confusingly
called theModel Code. Califomiahas adopted i~ own unique body of rules. BotbNew York and California

and the other jurisdictions that have not adopted the Model Rules, however, do not vary substantially in
substance from the Model Rules.
21)MoDBL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT ScoPS [14].
2lJTbe website for the American law Institute is at http://WW.tl.ali. arg/.
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i

I'
I

States,

I'
"

These two bodies of rules governing the practice of law - the Model Rules

,

and the Restatement of Law Governing Lawyers - both support and resonate with
the goals of clinical education, For example, Model Rule 5,3 governs "Responsibilities RegardingNonlawyer Assistants," Even assuming the absence of a student
practice rule, one could charact~r~ze, la'Y,~!U,?-~nts as "nonlawyer assistants and
H

in accordance with Rule 53, "a lawyer having
direct supervisory authority over
-j
d _', _
the nonlawyer shall make reasonableeffor\s
to en~ure
that the person's conduct is
. ."., r! ."
. ,
compatible with the professional oblig~ppr.¥lpf tfe,lawyer," Indeed, Comment [1]

of this Rule makes specifi.c r:efe~~,l}~e,,_~?'{;~l~~_!§~~~z:~ ip-ter:r;ts.1I
The impact of Rule
5,3 is. 'all
the •gr~aj~r
giyen,th~tvirtuaily ail American law
, " _ ,,-,
<..
""'"']."_'_: ')1

i

J ••

I, i

,'.'.-.

•

:wor.~s, ,of t:h;~J}~f~,£ff'l~i~p~o.-t~~sio~.als/" that is, para1egal~.
The scope of actiyities par~le~a}~_p!?\:B.~~toim~;~B}~~~.~~ s,-!pervised by attorneys,
offices employ, in the

I

r

I'

II.: I

I!

is very broad, This is an implicatio,} of R~!r;5iA,'1'11~s ,sfttled I~w in practice and
theory. The Restatement is explicit on thispSJPtiW?:its language is worth quoting
in full:

For obvious reasons of convenience' and bett~r s'ervice to clients, lawyers and

r

law firms are empowered to retain nonlawyei'j5ersolmel to assist firm lawyers
in providing legal services to clients, Irtthe'courseofthat work, a nonlawyer

may conduct activities that, if conducted by tliat person alone in representing a client,
would constitute unauthorized practice, Those~activities are permissible an? do
not constitute unauthorized practice, so long.s the responsible lawyer or law firm
provides appropriate supervision and so long as the nonlawyer is not permitted
to Own an interest in the law firm, split fees, or exercise management powers
with respect to a law-practice aspect of the firm23), (emphasis added)
This language insulates non-lawyers from the charge of engaging in the

II

unauthorized practice of law as long as they work under the supervision of admit-

Iii

ted attorneys, It suggests little limitation on what non-lawyers can do so long as

, I'I!

II,I
,

the supervision condition is met.

!

23)Restatement of the Law Governing Lawyers §4, Comment g (emphasis added).
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A crucial dimension that threads through Rule 5.3 and related rules is the primacy of preserving confidentiality as non-lawyers facilitate lawyers in practicing
law. For example, a Comment to Rule 5.3 makes explicit reference to the obligation of supervising attorneys to provide "appropriate instruction and supervision

concerning the ethical aspects of their employments, particularly regarding .the
obligation not to disclose information relating to the representation of a client."24)
The final piece ofthis analysis, both implied and explicit in all of the authority
I have presented, is that ultimate responsibility for the representation rests with
the admitted attorney. This is true whether the non-lawyer is a Illegal assistant" or

a law student operating under the limited admission provisions of student practice
rules.
The value added of formal student practice rules is the ability of law students
to appear in court so long as their admitted supervisors are there as well.

c. The United States Supreme Court, Non-Lawyer Assistants and thePr.ctice
.'-j

of Law

A final and especi~lly slgtiificant piece of America,'" law' regarding the scope

I

of what legal assistants can do has a constitUtional dimension in American jurispru-

dence. In Proc,!l!.i~rJr;¥qrtinez25), the United States Supreme Court was presented
with a cla~s acl\oA'J;l)Vsuitbrought by inmates challenging a "ban against the
and paraprofessionals
to conduct aHorney-client interviews"
use of law students
"."'''''~'~C'.'
__ ,
".
without the presence
,.c \"'. _of'..admitted attorneys26). The Court held that such a ban
"constitute? ~. I~ju~tifiable restriction on the right of access to the courts" and
thus a violation of the Due Process Clause of the Constitution2]). Interestingly, the
,

_'j

24)This comment refers to the American rule on confidentiality that imposes an obligationnot to disclose
. "any informati<;>n relating to representation." Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 1.6(a). While there are,
of course, exceptions to this Rule, the American rule, taken literally, is extraordinarily protective of client
';. i

confidences.

"'416 U.S. 396 (1974).

26)Id. at398.
2J)The applicable language, contained in the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution,
is that no State shall deprive any person of life, liberty or property, without due process of law." Analogous
U

language in the Constitution of Japan is in Article 31: "No person shall be deprived of life or liberty, nor

I

I
4~
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",1"

!

opinion has language that expressly notes that its holding extends both to "law

,I,g
j ';

students working for attorneys" and law students who participate in "law school
programs."28) In this case, the United States Supreme Court recognized - indeed
assumed - the legitimacy of non-lawyers conducting attorney-client interviews
on behalf of attomeys who are not present at the time of the interviews, It should
also be noted that given that Procunier involves a lawsuit by inmates, it is a civil,

not criminal, case, and thus its holding should not be understood as limited to

i

criminal matters2').

I

There is further Supreme Court support for the ability of legal assistants
to engage in a very broad range of work under the supervision of attorneys, In

Missouri v, Jenkins W), prevailing plaintiffs in a sebool desegregation case sought
recovery of attorneys' fees tinder Ii statute' ,that so provided. In making their
application, the plaintiffs sought compensation for the work of "paralegals, law
clerks (generally law students working part time), and recent law graduates,"3l)
The Court held that a statute providing for reimbursement for "attorneys' fees"
included reimbursement for the work of paralegals and law clerks. In reaching
this conclusion, the Court noted as follows:
It has frequently been recognized in the lower courts that paralegals are

capable of carrying out many tasks, under the supervision of an attorney,
that might otherwise be performed by a lawyer and billed at ahigherrate,
Such work might include, for example, factual investigation, including 10- _

I

I
,

eating and interviewing witnesses; assistance with depositions, interroga-

,I I

shall any other criminal penalty be imposed, except according to procedure established by law."
28)ld. at42l.
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29)One can argue that the Court's holding relies to a certain extent on the inability of inmates to

othenvise obtain legal representation given the time and money expended in traveling to remote prisons.
Nevertheless, the Court assumes that non-lawyers can and often do perform legal tasks, including client
interviews. AnarticleinJapanese that discusses the 1mportofProcunierinclinicallegaleducationis Takashi
Takano, "Student Counsel": How Far Can They Go? - Legal RegJdation of Student Practice in Criminal Justice

Clinics," in CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION IN LAw ScHOOL (Shigeo Miyagawa, 00.) (2003).
'''491 U.s 274 (1989),
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SOld. at 277.
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tories, and document production; compilation of statistical and financial
data; checking legal citations; and drafting correspondence. Much such
work lies in a gray area of tasks that might appropriately be performed
either by an attorney or a paralegaI32).

III.

CLINICS, ETHICS AND SUPERVISION IN JAPAN
Clinics in Japan have made remarkable progress in the velY brief time since

their introduction as part of much larger reforms of legal education33). Despite
t!lis progress, it appears that the larger legal culture in Japan, which has operated
under an accepted system for the education and admission of attorneys for many
decades, has not yet had sufficient time to assimilate the norms and goals of clinical
education. One central issue that has arisen is the status of law students in Japan
and the degree they can participate in legal representation, particularly in the
context of formal proceedings. Perhaps the most obvious difference between the
United States and Japan in this regard is that Japan has not yet adopted student
practice rules. Despite the

ab~e~~e' ~i su~~_:'~xp~~~~ ~~s:, how~v~~.. the current

state of legal practice in Japan does provide 'the "amob'sic fbundalion for limited
practice by law students as the United States.'·,,~ ',"
Legal professionals in both countries carry the saine day-to-day responsibility of providing legal representation to the best'of their ability. In order to accomplish this, they must employ non-lawyers bassist them in their work. Therefore,
it comes as no surprise that Japan's IfBas~c ~~.~ations for Attorneys' Duties" pro~
... , _,_I' j , .

,

vides the same kinds of guidelines concerning the use of non-lawyers as those
reflected in the American counterparts~;t~;f~bo;e. Article 19 of those Rules reads
'.- 'Jl'

as follows:
. Article 19. Supervision of clerical staff
An attorney shall direct and supervise clerical staff, judicial apprentices or any other person whom the attorney has allowed to participate
32)Id. at 288 n. 10. For an opinion that cites wIth approval this language in the context of state ethics
rules, see In Ie Opinion No. 24 of the CommiHee on the Unauthorized Practice of Law, 128 N.J. 114, 124
(1992).
33)See generally.Joyet al, supra note2.

.,i ,

in his or her duties to ensure that they do not act illegally or unlawfully
with respect to the business they engage in, and do not reveal or utilize
confidential Information which they obtain in the course of the business
in the law firm.
Article 19 is particularly pertinent on seyeral fronts. First, like ABA Model
Rule 5.3, the Article places the burden on the attorney to insure that those who
facilitate his or her legal practice adheret,,\he
law and ethical rules. Second, like
_ ,,,·r
Rule 5.3, Article 19 singles out confidentialitY for special treatment in terms of an
I I

attorney's supervision of non-attorneys.

.'

~';

Third, and perhaps of most ~d~me~t"i ;,riportance, just as in the ABA
-!fli,' ',:, -' ,... r:!._ ~r

:

", ~-

,

Rules, the Restatement and other sources of American law cited above, Article 19
~

,-.: ,,-,,;. '- -,- r/. -

,.,j._

'

contemplates a very broad range oi»ai;tiCipationby non-lawyers. In the words
.

,-

-,

",'

-. ,£

">~",'

n;

L'-),>~f;

'-",'~,(;

...

of Article 19, this encompasses -"~y"::: pei'S,?riIwho~ the attorney has allowed

I'

,i
I

to participate in his or her duties."M) This '}6;mcla;{~~ is very similar to the
~"

,~ .!

';-:~ '-'-::l,',:,':-('~

tr: ;_,-,

American authority cited above, in particular th~ c,?rnrnent to Restatement of the
Law Governing Lawyers declaring that . """:.;, 01,: .
'I':' ;'::)".:-

,--;

... a nonlawyer may conduct activities that, ifconducted by that person alone
'; !

in representing a client, would constitute unautliodzed practice. 'Those activities are permissible and do not constitute imauthorized practice, so long as

the responsible lawyer or law firm provides appropriate supervision ...35)
If, as is clear in the United States and see~ly clear in Japan, a licensed

attorney holds responsibility for supervising ';~n-I~wyers and that the role of nonlawyer participation is to provide legal representation to clients, then both systems
contemplate a broad role to be played by non-lawyer assistants. In the course of
serving clients, whether the attorney takes advantage of the participation of law
34,)r have argued elsewhere that a crucial aspect of ethical rules is the degree to which attorneys themselves "find facts" as to whether the rules come into play. Robert Rubinson Attomey Fael-Finding, Ethical
l

Decision~Makingand

the Methodology ojlAw,45ST. Louts UNIV. L.J. 1185 (2001). Article 19 makes this attor~
ney "fact finding" power explicit by giving lawyers dis1:retion to determine what is appropriate non~lawyer
"participation" in the lawyer's "duties."
35)See supra note 25 and accompanying text (emphasis added).
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students under the auspices of a legal clinic or relies for assistance solely on the
employees of his law office should make no difference.
To the extent that law students work under the supervision of properly
licensed Japanese lawyers in law school clinics, Article 19 of the "Basic Regulations"
should apply to empower those attorneys to designate students as individuals who
"participate in his or her duties." It would seem that this language should enable
Japanese law clinics to pursue the advantages of clinical education in preparing law
students for their future careers while providing expanded legal services to clients
in;need at the same time. By Hallowing" Japanese clinic students to "participate"

in the practice of law, students could engage in a range of activities that would
facilitate the full range of benefits generated by clinical education.
As to confidentiality, Article 23 states that "[a]n attorney shall not, without
good reason, reveal or utilize a client's confidentIal information that he or she

obtained in the course of his or her practice." As noted above, Article 19 refers
specifically to the duty of a lawyer to insure that those who the attorney has "al1I

lowed" to "participate. _. ; do not reveal or, utilize c<?nfidential information. TIris

rule is comparable to ABA Model Rule 1.6, which establishes a rule of confidentiality to govern American lawyers. Justasthe,American rule of confidentiality is
applied to encompass the actions of non-lawyers working under attorney supervi-

.1

sion, so it appears that the same structure exists in Japan. In light of this language,

I'

it would seem that any objection to an att011'ey shirring confidential information
with clinic students would be unfounded. ·~,Indeed, the relevant "Basic Regulations" contemplate the sharing of confidential information. The Articles also do
not differentiate between civil or criminaLmatters; the Articles discussed in this
section appear in a section of the code· entitled "Basic Ethics,/1 and a subsequent

Chapter - Chapter N which applies to "Criminal Defense" - in no way modifies
or limits the general application of the "Basic Ethics" provisions.

IV.

CONCLUSION
Clinical education in the United States has, over many years, become a

central component of legal education. It is widely recognized as crucial to the
central mission of law school: to prepare students for the practice of law. A range

112

of legal principles - student practice rules, ethics rules, and constitutional law
- facilitate the sophisticated clinical pedagogy that many American law school
have implemented. Apart from the specifics of these rules, they represent an
understanding in the United States that a broad reading of what non-lawyers including law students - can do serves numerous interests: it enables the effective
education of law students, it makes legal services available to more people by
enabling attorneys to charge lower fees, and enhances the general efficiency of a

I,

law office. In the United States today, this understanding has become a norm -

I

something that is not subject to seriousdebafe..

I

!

Given how recently Japan's law schools and legal clinics were launched, one
must expect that it will take time to develop a full range of express rules necessary

,

,
I

I

1,1

I'I

to enable them to make the greatest possiblecontribution to Japanese society. The
very good news in Japan is that the structure of Japanese ethical rules already
permits the implementation of clinical ed~catiori ..Th~re is thus an ethical basis to
both promote and implement clinics in Japan: .", ' .. , .
Japan has made striking progress injust a few short years towards launching
law schools where there had been notraditioh 'of such specialized institutions
before. It is inevitable that the larger. legal culture will have a mixed reaction to
such a wholesale change. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the inherent value
of clinical education carries enormous appeal: and will likely generate its own
momentum. This is illustrated through the history of initial wariness yet ultimate
acceptance of clinical education U; the United States. American law demonstrates
that broad acceptance of a central role for law students in legal representation can
itself become an entrenched norm in legal culture and one that well serves law
students, the profeSSion, and the public at large.

